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Market Overview 
With change truly being a constant, adaptation is critical. 
Shifting markets, fluctuating geopolitical environments, rising 
inflation, evolving health dynamics, and rotating investor 
appetite were constants in the fourth quarter and throughout 
much of 2021. 

Following the historic domestic and global economic rebound 
seen in 2021, expectations are for the global economy to enter  
a slowdown in 2022 and beyond. Current headwinds challenging 
future growth include supply-chain disruption, inflation, 
increased debt levels, and threats of new COVID-19 variants.  
Per the World Bank, expectations are for notable decelerations 
in major economies (specifically the U.S. and China) that will 
weigh on external demand in emerging and developing 
economies. Global growth is expected to decline significantly 
from 5.5% in 2021 to 4.1% in 2022 and 3.2% in 2023 as central bank 
support wanes and pent-up demand moves through the system. 

Domestically, the ISM Services and Manufacturing indices are 
often cited as a pulse of economic health. While both remain  
in expansionary territory, they experienced significant slowing 
month-over-month ending 2021. In the reports, businesses cite 
the struggle to replenish inventories, manage inflationary 
inputs that are eroding pricing power, and cope with 
supply-chain disruptions and capacity constraints fueled by 
logistical challenges and labor shortages. Additionally, the 
direct impact of COVID-related issues is creating further strain 
as an increase is being seen in worker absenteeism, employee 
turnover, and short-term shutdowns—all while demand and 
consumption are increasingly being met with higher input 
costs. Annual CPI finished 2021 at 7%, marking the highest pace 
of inflation in nearly four decades. Excluding food and energy, 
core CPI printed at 5.5% on the year—the largest growth since 
February 1991. 

Several changes in the Federal Reserve’s (Fed) policy and 
rhetoric took place over the closing months of 2021. First was 
the retirement of the view that inflation is “transitory.” Chairman 
Jerome Powell said in a congressional hearing, “We tend to use 
‘transitory’ to mean that it won’t leave a permanent mark in the 

form of higher inflation…. I think it is probably a good time to 
retire that word.” The chairman added that while it is difficult to 
predict how long the effects of supply-chain issues will linger, it 
appears that “factors pushing inflation upward will linger well 
into next year.” Secondly, the Fed chose to cement its hawkish 
stance by accelerating the tapering of the asset-purchasing 
program—a move that allows the option to increase rates 
sooner than later. Both are material shifts in Fed policy that 
may be impactful to 2022’s overall market results. 

Another evolving dynamic is the strained relationship between 
employers and labor. With the marketplace having 10.6 million 
open jobs (November 2021) as well as an unemployment rate of 
3.9% (December 2021), pairing unemployed workers with 
suitable jobs continues to be a challenge. Additionally, 
employers are having to face wage increases as market forces 
make it easier for workers to switch jobs or go out on their own 
at rates not recently seen. 

The global battle against COVID-19 raged on in the fourth 
quarter with the emergence of the Omicron variant. While the 
COVID-19 virus continues to mutate, the commitment to 
preventative measures, vaccines, and therapeutics has not.  
The Omicron variant has proven to be the most transmissible 
variant thus far, indications are that overall health effects are 
milder. Many hope this development (in conjunction with 
additional medical advancements) may result in a closer step  
to some form of herd immunity.

Even considering shifting headwinds, the S&P 500 Index 
continued to climb, returning 11.03% in the fourth quarter, 
resulting in a very strong 28.71% for 2021. The investment-grade 
market (represented by the Bloomberg US Aggregate Index) 
was flat over the quarter, returning 0.01% and -1.54% for the 
year. The high-yield market (represented by the Bloomberg  
US Corporate High Yield Bond Index) saw its strongest monthly 
return of the year in December, resulting in a fourth quarter 
total return of 0.71%and 5.28% for 2021. The short end of the 
yield curve, as represented by the two-year U.S. Treasury bond, 
experienced material steepening, rising 45 basis points, ending 
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the period at 73 basis points. Meanwhile, the long end of the 
curve, as represented by the 30-year U.S. Treasury bond, 
flattened from the prior quarter by 18 basis points and ended 
at 1.90%. The 10-year U.S. Treasury yield ended the quarter 
where it began at 1.52%.

Asset Class Overview
Short-duration investment-grade bonds (measured by the 
Bloomberg 1-3 Year US Government/Credit Bond Index) 
returned -0.56% in the fourth quarter, resulting in a 2021 total 
return of -0.47%. The front end of the Treasury curve (6 months 
to 3 years) materially steepened during the fourth quarter, 
creating a challenging return environment for fixed-rate, 
shorter-dated assets. The Bloomberg 1–3 Year US Government/
Credit Bond Index ended the quarter with an average price of 
$101.52, down from $102.44 at the end of the third quarter. 
During the same period, the yield-to-worst of the index spiked 
significantly higher to 0.81% from 0.37%. As yields increased, 
spreads widened by 3 basis points to end the quarter at 10 
basis points. The U.S. investment-grade market remained well 
bid and actively supported by foreign investors throughout 
2021, as hedge-adjusted yields remained an attractive offering. 
U.S. retail demand was supportive for investment-grade assets 
as well, although the year-end spike in rates and asset-class 
rotation resulted in the largest monthly outflow since March 
2020. With a duration of less than two years, the index offers 
some insulation versus longer-dated investment-grade assets 
from a potential move higher in rates. 

Fund Performance 
Pacific Funds Ultra Short Income (Advisor Class) returned 
-0.23% versus the Bloomberg Short Treasury Total Return 
Index return of -0.02%. 

Portfolio Review 
Sharply higher interest rates negatively pressured prices of 
short- and intermediate-duration fixed-income securities.  
The Bloomberg US 1-3 Year Corporate Index and the Bloomberg 
ABS index returned -.53%, and -.57%, respectively. 

Floating-rate bank loans as measured by the Credit Suisse 
Leveraged Loan Index returned .71%. Investment-grade 
corporate bond, option-adjusted spreads widened across the 
yield curve. In the 1-3-year range, spreads widened from 32  
to 42 basis points. The fund’s corporate-credit exposure 
totaled approximately 73.8% allocated across investment-grade 
corporate bonds (67.9%) and floating-rate bank loans (5.9%). 
Investment-grade,corporate-credit exposure detracted from 
quarterly performance while the contribution from floating-rate 
bank loans was positive. On a sector basis, home construction, 
leisure, and environmental contributed to relative returns. 
Banking, electric, and automotive detracted. The fund 
continues to maintain an overweight to the banking sector 
with exposure of approximately 24%. Banking holdings are 
primarily focused on top U.S.-centric banks. The fund’s 
allocation to securitized assets of approximately 19% had a 
mixed impact on relative returns. Exposure of 11.5% to senior 
CLO floating-rate securities was a positive return contributor, 
while fixed-rate auto asset-backed securities (ABS) (1.5%) and 
student loan ABS (5.8%) detracted. Higher-than-index duration 
of .66 years versus .36 years also detracted performance.  
The fund held an average cash position of 4.41%.

Manager Outlook
As a result of increasing external economic pressures (including 
slowing global growth, higher inflation, labor shortages, and 
lasting supply-chain disruptions), the Fed adopted a more 
hawkish approach in the closing months of 2021. The market’s 
anticipation of an accelerated asset-purchase taper and increased 
likelihood of future rate hikes led to material movement in rates 
along the curve. This rate movement, in conjunction with the 
emergence and widespread fear caused by the Omicron variant, 
translated to significant pressure within the investment-grade 
markets. Unlike early 2021, where spreads helped cushion rate 
volatility, spreads ended the quarter 7 basis points wider than 
where they began. The velocity and amount of rate hikes in 
2022 remains to be determined, but investors are beginning  
to position accordingly. 

For performance data current to the most recent month-end, call Pacific Funds at (800) 722-2333 or go to PacificFunds.
com/Performance. Performance data quoted represents past performance, which does not guarantee future results. 
Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance quoted. The investment return and principal value of an 
investment will fluctuate so that shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than the original cost.
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Entering the year, corporate fundamentals wereon solid 
footing. Broader performance should remain rather strong due 
to continued demand-side growth, but higher inflation and 
supply constraints will likely continue to pressure operating 
performance. While some of these costs will be passed through, 
they are impeding growth in some sectors and will likely 
continue to pressure margins across many others. Supply 
constraints, higher raw-materials costs and labor shortages are 
being felt across the economy. While the Fed’s impact on these 
issues may be limited, they do highlight an economy that no 
longer needs monetary support.

With management teams more comfortable with how their 
balance sheets are positioned coming out of the COVID crisis, 
many are now becoming more focused on growth. We saw 
increased shareholder-friendly activities at the end of the 
fourth quarter and expect that trend to continue into 2022. 
And while rates may move higher, all-in corporate borrowing 
costs are still near all-time lows. Our senses remained 
heightened to avoiding these types of risks, and our selective 
approach allows us to focus on companies that are committed 
to maintaining or improving the respective credit profiles.

We continue to find value in certain credits in sectors that 
should see fundamental improvement with the broader 
economic rebound. We think certain sectors such as cyclical 
industrials, aircraft leasing, leisure/lodging and domestic 

gaming will continue to benefit from the reopening trade.  
We also like the relative value in many banking credits as higher 
interest rates and limited merger-and-acquisitions risk make 
this sector fundamentally more attractive. Other sectors will 
face tougher inflationary and supply-chain disruptions, 
including technology, some consumer products and certain 
retailers. We remain cautious on the technology and healthcare 
sectors due to valuations and increasing mergers and 
acquisitions activity. 

High inflation has the Fed poised to increase federal funds rates 
faster than originally expected in 2022. And while fundamentals 
will be supportive of corporate spreads, technicals may be a 
different story as the market braces for higher rates. Invest-
ment-grade spreads widened a bit in the fourth quarter but still 
remain near all-time lows.And while we remain cautious, all-in 
yields for the asset class will continue to improveas interest 
rates move higher. As we enter the new year, we will continue  
to try and limit the impact of rate volatility across our strategies. 
We like keeping exposure to selected sectors of high-quality 
consumer asset-backed securities (ABS) in AAA collateralized 
loan obligations (CLOs), given their credit diversification. We 
maintain exposure to floating-rate loans as the fundamental 
picture remains positive with near-zero default levels.
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Advisor Class

Net annual operating expenses for Advisor Class are 0.33% and total (gross annual) expenses are 0.68%. Returns reflect 
reinvestment of dividends and distributions. The Fund’s annual operating expenses shown above are effective 8/1/21 through 
7/31/22. Gross Expense Ratio reflects the total annual operating expenses paid by the Fund. Net Expense Ratio reflects waivers, 
reductions, reimbursements, and the limitation of certain “Other Expenses.” Expense caps and/or fee waivers are reevaluated annually. 
There is no guarantee that the investment adviser will continue to cap expenses after the expiration date. Please see the current prospectus 
for detailed information.

Indexes are unmanaged and cannot be invested in directly. Further, they hold no cash and incur no expenses. All share classes may not  
be available at all firms and not all investors may be eligible for all share classes. 

For performance data current to the most recent month-end, call Pacific Funds at (800) 722-2333 or go to PacificFunds.com/
Performance. Performance data quoted represents past performance, which does not guarantee future results. Current performance 
may be lower or higher than the performance quoted. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate 
so that shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than the original cost. 

Top-10 Holdings Maturity Weight (%)

JPMorgan Chase & Co. 4/23/2024 2.33

Hyundai Capital  
America, Inc. 1.0% 9/17/2024 2.28

DTE Energy Company 
2.25% 11/01/2022 1.57

Morgan Stanley 5/08/2024 1.56

Athene Global Funding 7/01/2022 1.56

Bank Of America  
Corporation 4/22/2025 1.55

Siemens Financiering-
smaatschappij NV 3/11/2024 1.55

Skandinaviska Enskilda 
Banken AB 9/01/2023 1.54

Daimler Trucks Finance 
North America LLC 6/14/2023 1.54

Goldman Sachs 
Group, Inc. 11/17/2023 1.54

Total 17.03
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Definitions 

One basis point equals 0.01%.

The Bloomberg US 1-3 Year Corporate Bond Index measures the investment grade, fixed-rate, taxable corporate bond market with  
1-3 year maturities

The Bloomberg 1–3 Year US Government/Credit Bond Index is a performance benchmark of U.S. investment-grade government and 
corporate bonds with maturities of one to three years. 

The Bloomberg Asset-Backed Securities (ABS) Index is the ABS component of the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Index that 
measures the performance of ABS with the following collateral types: credit and charge card, auto and utility loans. All securities have  
an average life of at least one year.

The Bloomberg Short Treasury Total Return Index is a performance benchmark of all U.S. Treasuries that have a remaining maturity 
between one and twelve months.

The Bloomberg US Aggregate Bond Index is composed of investment-grade U.S. government bonds, investment-grade corporate bonds, 
mortgage pass-through securities, and asset-backed securities, and is commonly used to track the performance of U.S. investment-grade bonds.

The Bloomberg US High-Yield 2% Issuer Capped Bond Index measures the performance of high-yield bonds with a 2% maximum 
allocation to any one issuer.

The Bloomberg US Corporate High Yield Bond Index measures the USD-denominated, high yield, fixed-rate corporate bond market

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a measure that examines the weighted average of prices of a basket of consumer goods and services, 
such as transportation, food, and medical care. It is calculated by taking price changes for each item in the predetermined basket of goods 
and averaging them. Changes in the CPI are used to assess price changes associated with the cost of living.

The Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan Index is designed to mirror the investable universe of the U.S. senior secure-credit (leveraged-loan) market.

Duration is often used to measure a bond’s or fund’s sensitivity to interest rates. The longer a fund’s duration, the more sensitive it is to 
interest-rate risk. The shorter a fund’s duration, the less sensitive it is to interest-rate risk.

EBITDA, or Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation, and Amortization, is a measure of a company’s profits before any of these net 
deductions are made.

Fallen angels refers to investment grade bonds that are given a reduced rating to “junk bond” due to a decline in the credit rating of the 
issuer.

The ISM Manufacturing Index is also known as the Purchasing Managers’ index (PMI) and is an indicator of the economic health of the 
manufacturing sector and is based on five major indicators: new orders, inventory levels, production, supplier deliveries and the 
employment environment.

The ISM Non-Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) (also known as the ISM Services PMI) report on Business, a composite 
index is calculated as an indicator of the overall economic condition for the non-manufacturing sector.

Option adjusted spread (OAS) is the measurement of the spread of a fixed-income security rate and the risk-free rate of return.

Rising stars refers to a bond that is rated as a “junk bond” but could become investment grade because of improvements in the issuing 
company’s credit quality.

The S&P 500 Index is a market capitalization-weighted index of 500 widely held stocks often used as a proxy for the U.S. stock market.

Yield to worst is the lowest potential yield that can be received on a bond without the issuer actually defaulting.
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About Principal Risks

All investing involves risks including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Corporate bonds are subject to issuer risk in that 
their value may decline for reasons directly related to the issuer of the security. Not all U.S. government securities are checked or guaranteed 
by the U.S. government, and different government securities are subject to varying degrees of credit risk. Mortgage-related and other 
asset-backed securities are subject to certain rules affecting the housing market or the market for the assets underlying such securities. 
The Fund is subject to liquidity risk (the risk that an investment may be difficult to purchase, value, and sell particularly during adverse 
market conditions, because there is a limited market for the investment, or there are restrictions on resale) and credit risk (the risk an 
issuer may be unable or unwilling to meet its financial obligations, risking default). High-yield/high-risk bonds (“junk bonds”) and floating-
rate loans (usually rated below investment grade) have greater risk of default than higher-rated securities/higher-quality bonds that may 
have a lower yield. The Fund is also subject to foreign-markets risk.

This commentary represents the views of the portfolio managers at Pacific Asset Management LLC as of 12/31/21 and are presented for 
informational purposes only. These views should not be construed as investment advice, an endorsement of any security, mutual fund, 
sector or index, or to predict performance of any investment. Any forward-looking statements are not guaranteed. All material is compiled 
from sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. The opinions expressed herein are subject to change without 
notice as market and other conditions warrant. Sector names in this commentary are provided by the Fund’s portfolio managers and could 
be different if provided by a third party.

Pacific Life Insurance Company is the administrator for Pacific Funds. It is not a fiduciary and therefore does not give advice or make recommendations 
regarding investment products.

You should consider a fund’s investment goal, risks, charges, and expenses carefully before investing. The prospectus and/
or the applicable summary prospectus contain this and other information about the Fund and are available from your 
financial professional or PacificFunds.com. The prospectus and/or summary prospectus should be read carefully before 
investing.

Pacific Funds and Pacific Asset Management are registered service marks of Pacific Life Insurance Company (“Pacific Life”). S&P is a registered 
trademark of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. All third-party trademarks referenced by Pacific Life, such as S&P, belong to their 
respective owners.

References of third party trademarks do not indicate or signify any relationship, sponsorship or endorsement between Pacific Life and the 
owners of referenced trademarks.

Pacific Funds are distributed by Pacific Select Distributors, LLC (member FINRA & SIPC), a subsidiary of Pacific Life Insurance Company 
(Newport Beach, CA), and are available through licensed third parties. Pacific Funds refers to Pacific Funds Series Trust.

Diversification does not assure a profit, nor does it protect against a loss in a declining market.




